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Abstract 

A bench scale tribometer, developed at the McMaster Manufacturing 

Research Institute (MMRI) was designed for mimicking the friction and wear 

conditions on the rake face of a metal cutting tool.  It provides insight into the 

performance of cutting tools operating under high stress and high temperature 

machining conditions. It saves test material costs, reduces machine downtime for 

testing, increases the number of test replicates and effectively adds a reliable 

testing tool to characterize metal cutting operations.  

A detailed investigation into the stress distribution, temperature profile and 

indentation pattern has been performed in order to verify the ability of the device 

to capture the machining environment and to gain a better understanding of the 

friction effects and wear conditions. The investigation used finite element 

analysis to simulate the MMRI’s tribometer with the FEA results compared to the 

experimental results.  This data was then used to tune the operating conditions of 

the tribometer to improve its ability to simulate the machining environment. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

 

1.1 Background 

Tribological failure is one of the most common problems that limit 

productivity. During a machining operation, the contact zone between the metal 

cutting tool and workpiece material will begin to wear which leads to failure of the 

tool and low quality of products. Many studies have been done to characterize 

the tribological interactions between metal cutting tools and workpieces during 

industrial machining applications to reduce wear. Early studies done by Shaw et 

al. [1960] proposed a bench scale test to simulate metal cutting on the rake face 

of a tool. His work was performed under near zero velocity seizure conditions, 

which isolated the plastic adhesive mechanism from the ploughing component in 

the seizure zone of the rake face. Similar work done by Shuster et al.[1997] 

included metal cutting temperatures in the test which captured the friction and 

wear conditions of the cutting tool operations better. A tribometer [Biksa, 2010] 

developed at the McMaster Manufacturing Research Institute (MMRI) took the 

positive design aspects of the two prior works and combined them into a unique 

system. At the same time, a finite element analysis was performed to simulate 

the MMRI’s tribometer with the FEA results being compared to the MMRI 

experimental results. This data is then used to tune the operating conditions of 

the tribometer, such as establishing various boundary conditions for testing, and 
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studying the impact of a pin-disk material reversal, in order to improve its ability to 

simulate the machining environment. A reversal of materials for the pin and disk 

was considered in an attempt to simplify the preparation of the components 

needed for the test.  

 

1.2 Objectives 

The objective of this project was to build a Finite Element Model of the MMRI 

tribometer in order to: 

1. map the stresses and indentation profiles to more accurately calculate 

COF, 

2. examine alternative testing methods for calculating COF, and 

3. use the FE model as an assistive tool for the MMRI tribometer.  
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Chapter 2. Literature Survey 

 

2.1 Metal Cutting 

Metal cutting is one of the most important material removal processes in 

manufacturing. It involves the removal of macroscopic chips which have a 

thickness from about 10-3 inch to 10-1 inch. As shown in Figure 2-1, during the 

machining operation, the workpiece material is plastically deformed by the cutting 

tool. There are three main regions that plastic deformation occurs: the primary 

shear zone on the shear plane, the secondary shear zone along the rake face of 

the tool and the tertiary deformation zone (or rubbing zone) on the flank face of 

the cutting tool.  

 

Figure 2-1: Tool-workpiece Interact Diagram [Ghosh & Malik, 1985] 
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In the primary shear zone, the workpiece material will undergo a substantial 

amount of simple shear and extremely high strain rate as it crosses the shear 

plane. This is the area where the chip is formed. In the secondary shear zone, 

the chip formed in the primary shear zone will slide alone the tool rake face. This 

is the major zone of tool-chip friction interaction, which causes wear to the tool. 

Therefore, the main area of our study focused on the friction behaviour in the 

secondary shear zone along the tool rake face.   

 

2.1.1 Friction in Metal Cutting 

Before delving into friction behaviour between the tool and workpiece in 

metal cutting, it is important to outline the field of the classic friction. Friction is the 

force that resists motion between two surfaces sliding against each other, and it 

is the major cause of wear.  Amontons-Coulomb Friction Law is the most well-

known and commonly used theory. It describes the friction coefficient as the 

relationship between the tangential friction force Ff and the normal force Fn: 

  
  

  
       (1) 

where μ is the coefficient of friction. The law also states that the coefficient of 

friction is independent of the friction force, the sliding speed and the contact area.  

However, at the microscopic level, all finished surfaces are found to have 

irregularities. Normally, when two bodies are in contact, only a portion of the 

apparent area of contact (AA) is actually touching on both surfaces. This causes 

the real area of contact (Ar) to be much smaller than the apparent area of contact 
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as shown in Figure 2-2. As the load increases, more and more irregularities will 

make contact and plastically deformed, causing the real area of contact increase.  

 

 

Figure 2-2: Three Regimes of Solid Friction [Shaw, 2005]. 

 

Shaw et al. [1960] suggested that the field of friction could be divided into 

three general regimes: a lightly loaded regime, a transition regime between the 

lightly loaded and heavily loaded regime, and the heavily loaded regime as 

shown in Figure 2-2. In regime I, due to the roughness of the surface, the real 

area of contact (Ar) is much less than the apparent area of contact (AA) under 

lightly loaded condition. This is the regime where classical friction, Coulomb’s 

friction law holds. Regime III is the deformation friction regime, where the load is 

high enough that the real area of contact is the same as the apparent area of 

contact. As a result, there will be subsurface plastic flow and internal shear stress 

occurring inside the soft material. At the same time, the change in load does not 

change the contact area further, so in this case, the shear stress is independent 

of normal stress. Regime II is the transition region between regime I and regime 
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III. For this regime, the real area is approaching the apparent area, and the 

coefficient of friction decreases with an increase in load. According to Shaw et al. 

[1960], surface sliding is accompanied by some subsurface plastic flow in this 

regime, and it corresponds to the situation on the tool rake faces in the metal 

cutting process. 

In metal cutting, friction plays a very important role on both the rake face 

and the flank face of the cutting tool.  In this application, the tool experiences 

extremely high stress due to the high normal and high sliding velocity. The stress 

distribution along the tool-chip interface proposed by Zorev [1963] in Figure 2-3 

has been widely used as a model of the frictional behaviour in metal cutting.  

 

Figure 2-3: Variation of Shear and Normal Stress on Rake Face [Zorev, 1963] 
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In this Figure, the normal stress is highest at the tip of the tool in the 

sticking zone and decays along the rake of the cutting tool. According to Trent 

and Wright [2000], the mean normal stress during machining materials like 

carbon steel and titanium can vary from 0.5 to 1.6 GPa in the sticking zone. Work 

done by Boothroyd [Boothroyd & Geoffrey 1985] shows that the maximum normal 

stresses at the tool tip could reach as high as 3.5 GPa. Thus, a typical normal 

stress is in the range of 0.5-3.5 GPa in the sticking zone of the tool rake face. 

The shear stress is independent of the normal stress and remains constant 

throughout the sticking region. According to Trent [Trent & Wright, 2000] and 

Chandrasekaran [Chandrasekaran & Kapoor, 1965], the shear stress was found 

to be about 15-50% of the normal stress in the sticking zone. In the sliding region, 

shear stress decreases with the normal stress, and it is found to be a function of 

the normal stress.  

Between the sticking and sliding region is where the adhesion occurs, stick 

and slip phenomenon is observed between the workpiece and cutting tool [Shaw, 

2005]. As the normal stress decreases, less adhesion occurs and the condition 

will approach that of lightly loaded regime in the sliding region, where the 

Coulomb’s law of friction will hold. Zorev’s model is just an approximation of what 

is happening at the tool face during metal cutting. To simplify the contact region, 

it is common to only consider adhesion [Shaw, 2005] or a combination of sliding 

contact and sticking contact [Stephenson, 1997] in an analysis of metal cutting.  
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2.1.2 Temperature in Metal Cutting  

During the metal cutting process, both the tool and the workpiece will also 

experience an extremely high temperature, due to the thermal energy generated 

during the metal cutting operation. According to Shaw [2005], there are two major 

sources of thermal energy in metal cutting: 1) in the primary shear zone and 2) in 

the secondary shear zone. In the primary shear zone, the work done by 

deforming and shearing the workpiece to form the chip is the major source of the 

heat generated. In the secondary shear zone, friction between the tool and 

workpiece, as well as the subsurface plastic deformation are considered as 

substantial sources of thermal energy generated.  

 

Figure 2-4: Temperature Distribution inside the Tool and Workpiece [Shaw, 2005] 
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Figure 2-4 shows a typical temperature distribution inside the tool and 

workpiece during a metal cutting process. As the chip first enters the primary 

shear zone, the shear deformation causes thermal energy to heat the chip. Then 

the portion of the chip that rubs against the rake face will continue to be heated 

due to friction. As a result, the maximum temperature is developed at the rake 

face of the cutting tool, some distance away from the tool nose, and the higher 

temperature is found on the rake side than the opposite side for the chip. The 

average temperature rise at the rake face can be obtained by dimensional 

analysis [Schey, 1983]:  

    .
  

   
/
   

     (2) 

where E is specific cutting energy, v is cutting speed, t is depth of cut, k is heat 

conductivity, ρ is density, and C is specific heat of the workpiece material. This 

shows that both the cutting speed and depth of cut are of equal importance 

relative to the temperature. Higher cutting speed will result in a higher average 

temperature rise at the rake face.  

Temperature also has a great impact on the mean coefficient of tool face 

friction during the metal cutting process as shown in Figure 2-5. According to 

Zorev’s work, the mean coefficient of friction initially increases with an increase in 

cutting speed (or temperature). This is because the increase in the adhesive 

bonding dominates the reduction of the shear strength of the workpiece material 

as the temperature increases. Then the mean coefficient of friction reached a 

maximum and decreased continuously with a further increase in cutting speed. 
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This is caused by the domination of the shear strength reduction over the 

adhesive bonding factor [Zorev, 1966].  

 

Figure 2-5: Effect of Cutting Speed on Coefficient of Friction [After Zorev, 1966]. 
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2.2 Tribometer 

Industrial testing of the tooling condition can be expensive and time 

consuming. It involves loss of manpower, downtime of machines and 

consumption of material. Therefore, many bench scale systems focusing on the 

tool-workpiece interaction have been developed in recent year to simulate the 

metal cutting condition with a relatively lower cost. The first was proposed by M.C 

Shaw et al. [1960]. His bench scale system was based on a modified Brinell 

hardness test, which focused specifically on isolating the plastic flow in the 

seizure zone of the tool rake face. A sketch of Shaw’s test apparatus is in Figure 

2-6.  

 

Figure 2-6: Shaw’s Test Apparatus [Shaw et al. 1960] 

In this figure, a spherical test ball made from tooling material is first 

plastically loaded against a flat disk made from workpiece material under 

extremely high pressure. This made the real area of contact between them 

approach the apparent area of contact, similarly to the condition in the seizure 
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zone region of the tool rake face. Then the disk is rotated at near zero velocity to 

simulate the plastic adhesive mechanism in the seizure condition. This can be 

shown by the shear stress versus normal stress graph for sliding with mild steel 

in Figure 2-7.  

 

Figure 2-7: Variation of Shear Stress and Normal Stress [Shaw et al. 1960] 

In this graph, the mean shear stress remains relatively constant after the 

normal stress reached about 100 kgmm-2 (1GPa), showing similar mechanical 

behaviour to the seizure zone of the tool rake face. As a result, Shaw was able to 

successfully isolate the adhesive friction condition on the rake face of a cutting 

tool by using this bench scale apparatus.  

The mean normal stress at the contact interface is also found to have an 

upper limit. According to Bowden and Tabor [1950], when a hard indenter is 

pressed against a soft workpiece material during a Brinell hardness test, the 

mean normal stress will increase as the load increases, until it reaches 

approximately 3 times of the yield stress (Y) of the soft material. This is the case 

when the full plasticity of the workpiece material is obtained, and the stress of 3Y 
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is referred to as the indentation hardness of the softer material [Rabinowicz, 

1995]. This finding has also been verified by numerical methods, which will be 

discussed in the next section.  

Although Shaw was able to isolate the adhesive friction condition, he did 

not simulate the temperature effect in his work. Later, L. S. Shuster constructed a 

similar setup like Shaw’s, but included the temperature effect in the system by 

incorporating a resistance heater.  

 
Figure 2-8: Shuster’s Test Apparatus: 1)disk specimens made of a soft material; 2)indenter 
specimen with spherical end faces made of a hard material; 3)drive cable; 4)disk; 5)circuit 

for electric-contact heating of the friction contact. [Korotkov et al. 1997] 

 

As shown in Figure 2-8, the spherical indenter is pressed by two plane-

paralleled specimens which rotate about its axis under a heavily loaded force, 

which could generate similar normal stresses as Shaw’s setup. Electrical 

resistance heating method is used to heat the contact surface up to 1000°C to 

create similar temperature condition as those experienced on the tool rake face 

during machining.  Based on this apparatus, Shuster was able to plot the 

evolution of the coefficient of friction with temperature for a constant load 
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[Korotkov et al. 1997]. Later, some collaboration work of the MMRI with Dr. 

Shuster is done by Dr. G. Fox-Rabinovich shows that the trends in coefficient of 

friction agree with the metal cutting wear trends. The coefficient of friction 

between the pin and the disk at different temperature is firstly calculated, and 

then the trend in friction is compared with the metal cutting wear trends using the 

same material pair.  

 
Figure 2-9: Comparison between COF and Flank wear for Different Coatings 

[Biksa et al. 2010]. 

 

Figure 2-9(a) shows the coefficient of friction from Shuster’s tribometer as 

a function of temperature for a tungsten carbide pin with a different coating sliding 

against Ti6Al4V disk, and Figure 2-9(b) is the MMRI machining data for the same 

material pair. The material pair with lower coefficient of friction exhibits lower 
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flank wear and longer tool life. This improved tool life is attributed to the reduced 

level of friction as measured on Shuster’s tribometer.  

Based on the two prior works of Shaw and Shuster, a tribometer 

simulating the adhesive mechanism in metal cutting tool was constructed at the 

MMRI and a COF equation is derived by Biksa [2010] to measure the tool 

workpiece friction.  

    
 

 
 

     

      
      (3) 

where τ is the mean shear stress which is given by 

  
     

      
     (4) 

and σ is the mean normal stress which is given by  

  
  

     
     (5) 

In these equations, MTOT is the torque moment applied to the pin from friction, FN 

is the normal load and DIND is the outer diameter of the indentation print on the 

disk. 

Therefore, the tribometer constructed in MMRI was designed to establish a 

trend between the measured COF and the flank wear similar to the trend 

obtained by Shuster. This tribometer setup is the main focus of this research and 

it will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.  
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The MMRI tribometer design has the following key advantages that make 

it a very useful bench scale apparatus for mimicking the adhesive mechanism in 

metal cutting tool: 

 Due to the fact that industrial testing could be very expensive and time 

consuming, the usage of the tribometer is able to save test material costs, 

reduce machine downtime cost for testing, and complete more tests in a 

set period of time. 

 Because the input parameter for tribometer testing is force and 

temperature, the effects of normal stress and temperature could be tested 

separately. 

 The coefficient of friction obtained from the tribometer could be used as a 

parameter for comparing and studying the tool wear. 

 Various coatings and tooling material could be examined by the tribometer 

for preliminarily selecting the combination of tool and workpiece for further 

industrial testing on real machines. 

Despite the fact that the tribometer could simulate some important aspects 

of metal cutting, there are also some limitations. For example, the tribometer 

could not simulate the effects of different metal cutting parameters (i.e. rake 

angle, clearance angle, feed rate, depth of cut, width of cut, nose radius cutting 

edge radius, etc.) chip formation or the dynamic aspects of metal cutting such as 

chatter [Biksa, 2010]. Also, the tribometer could only capture the adhesive 

mechanism on the tool face, which is only one part of the total wear mechanisms 
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experienced during metal cutting operations. Moreover, it is also difficult to 

generate a temperature, stress and indentation profile directly from the 

tribometer, so numerical modelling of the tribometer is necessary to more 

accurately calculate the coefficient of friction.  
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2.3 FEA modelling of tribological test 

Numerical modelling of spherical contacts has been done intensively for 

the past hundred years. Most of the research focused on the normal and linear 

sliding contacts of elastic and elastic-plastic solids. By far, numerical modeling of 

the tribometers discussed in Section 2.2 has never been done. However, since 

the tribometers involves both indentation and rotational sliding behaviour, the 

numerical modelling of the tribometers could be analysed separately. Thus, the 

numerical modelling of the normal contact and sliding contacts will be discussed 

in the following section. 

 

2.3.1 Normal contact 

The analysis of the stresses at the contact of two elastic solids was first 

studied by Hertz in 1882. Based on his Hertzian contact theory [Hertz, 1882], 

stress profile relating to the spherical, cylindrical and conical contacts is well 

defined. This theory was based on four assumptions, which were summarized by 

Johnson [1985]: 1) the surfaces are continuous and non-conforming, 2) the 

strains are small and within the elastic limit, 3) Each body can be considered as 

an elastic half space, and 4) the surfaces are frictionless. The pressure 

distribution at a certain distance r, from the center axis is given by: 

    *  (   ) +       (6) 

with  
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 √

     

    

 

   (7) 

and 

  √
   

   

 
      (8) 

 

Here, p0 is the maximum pressure, a is the contact radius, P is the applied normal 

load and pm is the mean contact pressure (pm =p/πa2). R is the effective 

curvature, 

 

 
 

 

  
 

 

  
      (9) 

where R1 and R2 are the radii of the two elastic solids, and    is the effective 

modulus, 

 

  
 

    
 

  
 

    
 

  
     (10) 

where    and   are the Poisson’s ratio and   and    are the Young’s Modulus of 

the two elastic solids.  

Thus, for a give normal load, dimension and material properties of the 

contact pair, the pressure distribution between them could be obtained from the 

above equations. Based on this Hertzian pressure distribution, the different stress 

components within the two solids are calculated by Morton [Morton & Close, 

1922] and Hamilton [Hamilton & Goodman, 1966]. 
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Figure 2-10: Stress Distributions (a) at the Surface and (b) along the Axis of Symmetry 
Caused by Hertz Pressure for a Poisson Ratio of 0.3 [Johnson, 1985]. 

 

As shown in Figure 2-10a, the researcher found that at the contact 

surface, the stress components are all compressive except outside the loaded 

circle where the radial stress (σr) is tensile. This is where the greatest tensile 

stress occurred, which related to the ring cracks observed during indentation 

tests of brittle materials.  Stresses beneath the surface along the centre axis are 
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shown in Figure 2-10(b). They found that the maximum principal shear stress in 

the field (τ1) occurs at a depth of approximately half of the contact radius. As a 

result, plastic yielding would be expected to initiate beneath the contact surface 

[Johnson, 1985]. 

However, when the response of the solid material is elastic-plastic, 

Hertzian theory is limited due to the assumptions stated earlier. Therefore, 

elastic-plastic contact modelling was performed both by an analytical method and 

by a finite element method in order to capture the plastic deformation behaviour 

of the solid material.  

Marsh [1964] and Johnson [1970] used an analytical approach and 

obtained the plastic zone formation of an elastic-perfectly plastic indentation, 

based on the observations that the subsurface displacement produced by an 

indenter is approximately radial from the first contact point, with roughly hemi-

spherical contours of equal strain. Later work done by Tabor [Tabor, 1986] 

suggested that the first yield for a spherical contact occurs when the mean 

pressure (pm), approximately equals to 1.1 times of the yield stress (Y) of softer 

material (pm~1.1Y). As the load on the indenter increases, the mean pressure 

increases till it reaches approximately 2.8 times the yield stress (pm~2.8Y), where 

fully plasticity is reached.  

The finite element method has also being widely used for the simulation of 

a spherical contact. One of the earliest studies by the finite element method of 

two dimensional stresses beneath a cylindrical indenter was made by Akyuz and 
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Merwin [1968]. More complete FEA simulations for indentation of an elastic 

plastic solid by a cylinder or sphere were performed by Hardy et al. [1971] and 

Lee et al. [1972]. Although they obtained the development of the plastic zone 

beneath the contact area for a range of different loading force, their models were 

restricted to elastic-perfectly plastic solid only. The influence of strain hardening 

and different elastic properties on contact pressure, surface and subsurface 

stress was presented by Kral et al. [1993] based on a rigid sphere on an elastic-

plastic half-space model. He used commercial software ABAQUS to perform the 

simulations and assumed isotropic hardening in his analysis. During the plasticity 

analysis, the deformation gradient of the elastic-plastic half-space is decomposed 

into elastic and plastic parts. Von Mises yielding criterion is adopted in his study,  

   0
 

 
      1

 

 
 √

(       )  (       )  (       )   (   
     

     
 )

 
 (11) 

where    is the von Mises equivalent stress and     is the deviatoric stress 

tensor. When the Von Mises equivalent stress,   , is smaller than the intial yield 

stress, Y, the usual elastic constitutive equations apply.  When    = Y, the strain 

hardening relationship and flow rule applies. The isotropic strain hardening 

relationship is given by 

       
      (12) 

where    is the yield stress, K is the strength coefficient, n is the strain hardening 

exponent and    is the equivalent plastic strain.  
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Figure 2-11: Contours of von Mises Equivalent Stress for Loads P/PY Equal to (a) 15.5, 
(b)100.6, (c)200, and (d)300. [Kral et al. 1993] 

 

Figure 2-11 shows the von Mises equivalent stress in the half-space for an 

elastic plastic material at different load. Here, PY is the initial yield load. In Figure 

2-11(a), at a load P/PY=15.5, the plastic zone is surrounded by the elastic zone 

and it almost reaches the surface of the contact. Then as the load increases, the 

elastic zone diminished and eventually disappears in Figure 2-11 (b) (c) and (d). 

At the same time, the point of maximum von Mises stress moves radially outward 

from the center and toward the surface. This observation of initial plastic yielding 

was expected to initiate beneath the surface, as verified with the Johnson’s 
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concept discussed earlier in this chapter. Thus, Karl was able to plot the stress 

distribution at different loads during the elastic-plastic spherical contact situation, 

which could be used for the FEA indentation modelling of the MMRI tribometer.  

However, Karl’s indentation model did not include friction in his model. 

Later work done by Taljat and Pharr [2004] took the friction into consideration and 

concluded that the contact friction affects the pile-up geometry. They found that 

friction affects pile-up in a manner that depends on the strain hardening 

exponent, n, as shown in Figure 2-12. When n=0, friction reduces the amount of 

pile-up significantly.  When n=0.5, sink-in predominates the indentation profile 

and friction effects are negligible.  

 

Figure 2-12: Effect of Contact Friction on the Indentation Profile: r-radial distance; a-
contact diameter; z-vertical distance; h-indentation depth [Taljat & Pharr, 2004]. 
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2.3.2 Sliding contact 

Most numerical studies of tribological contact focused on the linear 

tangential loading and sliding of either the indenter or the workpiece. Typical 

elastic sliding contact system is shown in Figure 2-13. 

 

Figure 2-13: Schematic of Two Solids in a Sliding Contact [Bhushan, 1996] 

The slider, carrying a normal load P, moves from right to left over the fixed 

flat surface in a direction chosen parallel to the x-axis. Neglecting the friction 

effects, the size of the contact area and the pressure distribution could be 

obtained using the Hertzian theory discussed earlier. Then assuming Amontons-

Coulomb’s law of friction, the tangential traction per unit area acting on the 

surface is given by:  

 ( )   
   

    
(     )       (13) 

where the negative sign is associated with a positive direction of the motion. 

Then based on this distribution equation, the stress components in the solid can 

be obtained by integrating throughout the contact area (Johnson, 1985).  
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Hamilton and Goodman [1966] used a different approach by extending a 

method introduced by Green [1949] for the stress analysis of a normally loaded 

solid with the friction effects. Figure 2-14 shows the normalized principal stress in 

the x-direction at the contact surface for a different coefficient of friction. When 

μ=0, the radial stress is tensile outside the contact surface similar to what was 

discussed earlier in elastic normal contact. As the friction coefficient increase, the 

tangential force starts to add tension on the right side of the contact and subtract 

tension on the other side. As a result, depending on the surface friction, there will 

be compressive stresses along the x-axis at the leading edge of the contact and 

a maximum tensile stress at the trailing edge. Their results were later verified, 

analytically by King [King & O’Sullian, 1987] and Nowell [Nowell & Hill, 1988], and 

experimentally by J. Scheibert [2009].  

 

Figure 2-14: Normalized Stress σx/p0 along the x-axis at the Contact Surface for Different 
Coefficient of Friction for an Elastic Contact. [Hamilton & Goodman, 1966] 
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Analytical calculations done by Johnson and Jefferies [1963] used von 

Mises yield criteria to determine the location of the initial yield in a sliding contact. 

It has been found that the tangential force will bring the point of maximum shear 

stress towards the surface as the coefficient of friction is increased. Thus, they 

found that yielding initiates in the subsurface region when the friction coefficient μ 

is small (<0.3), and at the contact surface when the friction coefficient exceeds 

0.3. Later Work done using finite element modeling by Djabella [Djabella & Arnell, 

1993] and Tian [Tian & Saka. 1991] shows similar trends of friction effects on 

sliding contacts. A fully 3-D model for an elastic sphere sliding over an elastic-

plastic workpiece was subsequently developed by Kral and Komvopoulos [1996]. 

They found that increasing friction will cause a slight decrease in groove depth 

with sliding distance.  They also found that higher friction will cause larger front 

and transverse pile-up, which indicate that increasing the coefficient of friction will 

produce more deformation of the surface material in the sliding direction.  More 

comprehensive simulations were later performed by Ye [Ye & Komvopoulos, 

2003] and Holmberg [2004]. They both found that high friction loading promotes 

plasticity and intensifies the von Mises and first principal stresses in the trailing 

part of the contact area, which causing cracks to occur.   

Based on the finite element normal and linear sliding contact modelling 

technique reviewed in this section, a model involving indentation and fixed axis 

rotational sliding contact will be the main focus of this research. Temperature 

effects at the contact interface will also be examined. 
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Chapter 3. System Configuration 

 

3.1 MMRI Tribometer 

 

Figure 3-1: Illustration of the MMRI Tribometer [Andrew, 2010]. 

The MMRI tribometer shown in Figure 3-1 is constructed as a modified 

Brinell hardness test setup by Biksa in order to simulate the subsurface plastic 

flow under high temperature and near seizure conditions. The spherical tipped 

pin made of tooling material is loaded under high stress and high temperature 

against a flat disk made of the workpiece material. Then based on the output 

parameters obtained from the MMRI tribometer, a coefficient of friction could be 

calculated and used as a preliminary screening parameter for selecting tool 

coatings.  
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3.2 Pin & Disk 

 

Figure 3-2: Pin and Disk (All dimensions are in mm). 

The pin used for the tribometer setup is a hemispherical pin similarly to the 

Brinell hardness test. It is made of tungsten carbide with 6% cobalt and has 92.5 

Rockwell C hardness. The diameter of the pin is 3mm so that when 2000N force 

is applied on the pin, the Titanium alloy workpiece could achieve full plastic 

deformation.  

The disk is made of Ti6Al4V with 37 Rockwell hardness. It is designed to 

be a minimum of around 5mm thick and in 10mm diameter in order to allow the 

load and the torque to be insignificant at the boundaries.  
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3.3 Testing Procedure 

Preparation work including calibration and cleaning needed to be performed 

before the testing. The pin is aligned such that it is on the axis of rotation of the 

disk. The system was firstly loaded to 1000N and held for 1 minute to ensure that 

the workpiece material is plastically deformed. Then data acquisition system is 

turned on and the heat is applied to the pin. Once the desired temperature is 

reached, the pin was loaded to 2000N. Then, with the constant temperature and 

normal load still applied, the disk is rotated relative to the pin at 1 revolution per 

minute for 10 seconds. All the variables including force, temperature and torque 

were stored during the test. The indentation diameter of the disk could be 

measured under the microscope after the test. Based on the output parameters 

generated during the experiment, the coefficient of friction between the pin and 

disk at different temperatures could be calculated using the equation (3). 
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Chapter 4. Numerical Model 

 

4.1 Material Constitution Model 

Due to the temperature effect of this model, Johnson-Cook material model 

is selected. This model has been widely used for describing the plastic material 

behaviour at high strain rates and high temperatures. The flow stress can be 

expressed as: 

  (     ) 0  .
    

     
/
 

1 .     
 ̇

 ̇ 
/  (14) 

 

where σ is the material flow stress,   is the equivalent plastic strain,   is the 

strain rate,  o is the reference strain rate, T is the temperature of the material, Tr 

is the room temperature and Tm is the melting temperature. The five empirical 

constants are as follows: A is the initial yield stress, B is the hardening modulus, 

n is the work-hardening exponent, C is the strain rate dependency coefficient and 

m is the thermal softening exponent. The first parenthesis is an elastic-plastic 

term which shows strain hardening of the material. The second parenthesis is the 

temperature softening term describing the temperature effects on flow stress.    

The last one is the viscosity term which represents the strain rate effect.  

Table 4-1: Johnson-Cook Parameters for Ti6Al4V [Songwon et al., 2005] 

A(MPa) B(MPa) n m Tr (C
°) Tm(°C) 

997.9 653.1 0.45 0.7 25 1668 
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The material constants for the Johnson-Cook material model for Ti-6Al-4V 

alloy are given in Table 4-1 and mechanical properties are given in Table 4-2. 

Since we would like to model the plastic adhesive mechanism in near seizure 

conditions, which means that the rotational speed is very low, therefore, the strain 

rate dependency coefficient (C) is assumed to be zero in the equation, and only 

the elastic-plastic term and the temperature softening term will be considered for 

the FEA simulations. 

Table 4-2: Mechanical Properties of Ti6Al4V 

Modulus of Elasticity (MPa) 113,800 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.343 

Thermal Conductivity (W/m.K) 7.2 

Mean coefficient of Thermal Expansion 0-800oC 9.9x10-6 
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4.2 Friction Models 

Friction is modeled using a standard Coulomb’s friction model. It relates the 

maximum allowable frictional shear stress across an interface to the contact 

pressure between the contacting bodies. The equation to calculate this critical 

shear stress is τcrit=μp, where p is the contact pressure and μ is the coefficient of 

friction. The friction model assumes that μ is the same in all directions. For a 

three-dimensional simulation there are two orthogonal components of frictional 

shear stress, τ1 and τ2, along the interface between the two contact bodies. The 

two shear stress components are combined into an “equivalent shear stress”, τeq, 

for the stick/slip calculations, where τeq=√  
    

 . 

If the equivalent shear stress, τeq, is less than the critical shear stress, τcrit, 

then no relative motion occurs. This concept could also been shown in Figure 4-

1. When the equivalent shear stress between two bodies is lower than the 

contact pressure multiplied by a constant COF (τeq<μp), the two bodies will stick, 

and sliding of the surface will only occur when τeq≥ μp.  

 
Figure 4-1: Stick and Slip Regions for Coulomb’s Friction 
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4.3 Contact Algorithm 

Understanding the contact algorithm used in ABAQUS is very important. In 

ABAQUS, there are two approaches to track the relative motion of two interacting 

surfaces in mechanical contact simulations. The first approach is the “finite 

sliding” formulation, which allows any arbitrary separation, sliding, and rotation 

between the contact surfaces. The second one is the “small sliding” formulation, 

which assumes that two bodies could undergo large motions, but there is 

relatively little sliding of one surface along the other. In other words, it assumes 

that the plane where the slave nodes may slide are never updated after the first 

increment, which means that a slave node will interact with the same local area of 

the master surface throughout the analysis. Therefore, although this formulation 

is computationally less expensive than the “finite sliding” formulation due to the 

reason above, it does not allow free sliding motion to occur at the contact 

surface. Since the relative sliding motion between the pin and disk need to be 

simulated in our work, the “finite sliding” formulation approach is selected for FEA 

simulation. 

In order to simulate contact conditions, ABAQUS also needs to apply 

constrains at different locations on the interacting surfaces, and the locations and 

conditions of these constraints depend on the contact discretization in the overall 

contact formulation. One of the contact discretization used in ABAQUS is the 

“node to surface” contact, which each slave node on the slave surface interacts 

with a point of projection on the master surface on the master contact surface. 
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The other contact discretization is the “surface to surface” contact, which the 

approximate average location of the nearby slave nodes interacts with the master 

surface rather than an individual slave node itself. This means that the contact 

constraint will not only consider one slave node when interacting with master 

surface, but also consider the adjacent slave nodes. Thus, the fewer amounts of 

penetrations of master nodes into the slave surface will occur for this 

discretization as compared with the node to surface contact. Also, due to the fact 

that ABAQUS will try to resist the penetrations, forces will tend to concentrate at 

these nodes, which lead to non-uniform stress distribution across the surface as 

shown in Figure 4-2(a). On the other hand, “surface to surface” contact resists 

penetrations in an average sense over the nearby node regions, which will result 

a more smoothing stress distribution across the surface as shown in Figure 4-

2(b). Therefore, the “surface to surface” contact discretization is used for our FEA 

simulation.  

 
Figure 4-2: Normal Stress Distribution Obtained by Using (a) Node to Surface, (b) Surface 

to Surface Contact Algorithm. 
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4.4 FEA modeling 

All the finite element tribometer models in this research were simulated 

using general FE code ABAQUS/Standard version 6.9-1. A 2D tribometer model 

was built initially to capture the stress distribution after the indentation process, 

and then a 3D model was built in order to include the rotation and heating 

processes.  

 

4.4.1 2D modelling of indentation 

 

Figure 4-3: 2D Model of the Tribometer 

Based on the tribometer setup in the MMRI, the pin is modeled to be 3mm 

in diameter. The disk is 5mm in radius and 5 mm thick, which is large enough to 

allow the stresses and the displacements to be insignificant at the boundaries. As 
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shown in Figure 4-3, the 2D axisymmetric model space was employed using a 

cylindrical coordinate system, with radial coordinate, x, and axial coordinate y. 

Due to the axisymmetric geometry, only half of the tribometer was considered. 

The mid-plane of the model was restricted to move only along the y-direction. 

The displacements at the bottom plane were assumed to be zero in the vertical 

direction. The required load or displacement is applied at the top surface of the 

pin.  

 
Figure 4-4: a) Overall Mesh; b) Mesh Details near the Contact Zone. 

 

Figure 4-4(a) shows the overall finite element mesh and Figure 4-4(b) 

gives details of the mesh near the contact zone. The whole mesh is an 
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arrangement of 18649 CAX4R elements, and the total number of nodes are 

19037. A total of 11860 elements are in the disk, and the remainder are in the 

pin.  

In order to verify the modeling assumption and the finite elements mesh 

for this model, the FE results of elastic response are compared with the analytical 

solutions of the Hertzian contact theory. The FE results of the contact area are 

firstly compared with the analytical solutions of the Hertzian contact theory. 

According to Hertzian contact relation, the radius of contact area could be 

calculated as:  

   
 

 

   

 
      (13) 

where a is the radius of the contact area, P is the indenter load, R is the radius of 

the indenter, and k is an elastic mismatch parameter, which is given by: 

  
 

  
((    )  

 

  
(     ))         (14)           

In the above equation, E and   are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 

the indenter and specimen respectively, and E’ and  ’ are the corresponding 

values for the indenter.  

In Figure 4-5, the analytical solutions of the indentation radius is compared 

with the finite element solutions at different applied load. The discrepancy 

between the FE results and the corresponding analytical solutions was found to 

be negligible.  
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Figure 4-5: Comparison of Contact Area. 

The FE results of the normal stress field were also compared with the 

analytical solutions of the Hertzian stress field. According to the Hertzian stress 

distribution equation, the normalized normal pressure distribution within the 

interior of the specimen is:  

  

  
  

 

 
.

 

    /
    

       
,    (15) 

where: 

  
 

 
*(        )  ,(        )       -   }     (16) 

and the mean contact pressure is: 

     (   )        (17) 
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of the Normalized Normal Stress at the Contact Surface 

 

 

Figure 4-7: Comparison of the Normalized Normal Stress along the Axis of Symmetry. 

For this finite element simulation, the contact radius, a, was about 

0.2190mm. Stresses and coordinates were normalized by the mean contact 

pressure, pm, and the contact radius, a, respectively. Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 

show the normal stresses at the contact surface and along the axis of symmetry, 

respectively. It can be seen that there is fairly good agreement between the FE 
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results and analytical Hertizian results. The small errors could be attributed to the 

averaging of the stress data from integration points to boundary nodes and the 

discretization of the continuous surface. Therefore, it may be concluded that the 

finite element mesh and modeling assumptions are appropriate for simulating the 

indentation of a half-space by an elastic indenter.  

 

Figure 4-8: Comparison of the Load vs. Displacement Curve. 

Due to the limitation of our computer’s primary memory, it is very important 

to evaluate the possibility of using a rigid body for the pin, especially during 3D 

simulations. Therefore, simulations of indentation by using a rigid pin were 

compared with the ones using an elastic pin and elastic-plastic pin. Since the 

yield stress of the WC-6Co is extremely high, the yielding is expected to be never 

reached during any load of indentation for the pin. As shown in Figure 4-8, the 

load-displacement curve for the rigid pin indentation is very close to the one for 

the elastic pin indentation when 2000N vertical force is applied on the pin. Table 
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4-3 also showed even smaller differences of the maximum von Mises stress, 

maximum normal stress and contact diameter between the two assumptions for 

the pin. Note that using a rigid pin will result a slightly greater indentation depth, 

contact diameter and maximum stresses compared with using an elastic pin due 

to the incompressibility of the rigid body. In view of the comparisons with the two 

assumptions for the pin, it may be concluded that a rigid body could be 

considered for modelling the pin.  

 

Table 4-3: Comparison of Maximum Stresses and Contact Radius. 

 Rigid pin Elastic & Elastic-plastic Pin 

Maximum von Mises Stress (MPa) 1315 1302 

Maximum Normal Stress (MPa) 3105 3073 

Contact Diameter (mm) 0.9114 0.9104 
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4.4.2 3D modelling of indentation 

In order to include the rotational effects of the pin, the tribometer setup 

was modeled in 3D system. As shown in Figure 4-9(a), the 3D model was built by 

using a cylindrical coordinate system, with radial coordinate, x, and axial 

coordinate z. Similar to the 2D model, the pin is 3mm in diameter, and the disk is 

5mm in radius and 5mm thick. The bottom of the disk is constrained in the 

vertical direction, and a temperature boundary condition was applied at the 

contact interface between the pin and the disk. Since the rotation speed is very 

low, the heat generated by the material plastic deformation and friction between 

two contact surfaces are neglected. Also, since the yield stress for tungsten 

carbide is never reached, and the elastic deformation is relatively small as 

mentioned earlier in the 2D model, the pin is modeled as a rigid body to save 

computing time.  

 

Figure 4-9: (a) 3D Model of the Tribometer; (b) 3D Overall Mesh. 
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Figure 4-9(b) shows the overall finite element mesh in 3D view. The whole 

mesh is composed of 102257 nodes and 97039 C3D8RT elements. The selection 

of the mesh size was a compromise between the solution accuracy and the 

computational cost. Since the stress gradient reached its highest value in the 

region directly underneath the rigid pin, a finer mesh is used near the rigid pin tip 

and a coarser mesh is used for other regions. 

A Force-displacement curve for a 2000N indentation test for both the 2D 

and 3D simulations are compared in Figure 4-10. From the comparison of the 

results, it can be seen that there is fairly good agreement between the 2D and 3D 

modelling of the tribometer, which confirmed the validity of our 3D finite-element 

model and boundary conditions. 

 

Figure 4-10: Comparison of Load Displacement Curve between 2D and 3D simulation. 
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Chapter 5. Results and Discussions 

 

5.1 Comparison between FEA and MMRI experimental results 

The FE results are compared with the experimental results for testing the 

accuracy of the FEA model. As stated earlier in Section 3.2, during MMRI 

experimental test, under a given interface temperature and a normal load, the 

torque moment and the indentation diameter could be measured, and thus, the 

MMRI COF could be calculated from Equation (3). However, for FEA simulations, 

the COF has to be an input parameter. Thus, under a given temperature and a 

normal load, the torque moment and indentation diameter could be obtained from 

FEA simulation. Both 2D and 3D FEA results will be compared with experimental 

results in this section.  

  

5.1.1 2D simulation 

The 2D FEA results are firstly compared with experimental results for 

checking the accuracy of the 2D FEA model. The pin is loaded with 250N, 500N, 

1000N and 2000N force, and the indentation diameter for both the FEA 

simulation and experimental testing are measured and compared in Figure 5-1.  It 

is shown that the FEA result of indentation diameter matches the experimental 

result well. However, the 2D FEA model does not capture the rotation effects of 

the pin, so the tribometer experimental output, torque, could not be compared 
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with FEA simulation at this stage. Therefore, the 2D FEA model is a reasonable 

representation of the indentation process of the MMRI tribometer.  

 

Figure 5-1: Contact Diameter under Different Loads for 2D Simulation. 

The trend of stress and strain distributions are also compared with the 

results from previous work discussed in Chapter 2. The evolution of the Von 

Mises stress distribution is plotted in Figure 5-2. Figure 5-2(a) shows the von 

Mises stress distribution under 4N normal force, where the onset of plasticity 

occurs (Y=997.9MPa). The maximum von Mises stress at this stage is found at 

the subsurface, some distance below the center of the contact region. This 

observation verifies the analysis of Hamilton and Goodman [1966], which shows 

the maximum principal shear stress occur beneath the surface. As the load 

increases, the region of maximum von Mises stress moves outward from the 

center towards the surface as shown in Figure 5-2(b), (c) and (d).  
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Similar observations are found for the equivalent plastic strain distribution 

in Figure 5-3. During initial contact, the surface is deformed elastically until the 

load reached around 4N, where the onset of plasticity occurs at the subsurface 

as shown in Figure 5-3(a).  As the load increases, the plastic zone continues to 

grow until the edge of the plastic zone reaches the surface near the edge of the 

contact radius as shown in Figure 5-3(b). At this stage, however, there is no 

plastic deformation occurred at the contact surface below the pin. The region of 

maximum equivalent plastic strain is found on the axis of symmetry below the 

surface. When the load reaches about 375N, the contact surface is completely 

covered by the plastic zone as shown in Figure 5-3(c). This suggests that the 

normal load has to be at least 375N in order to achieve a complete plastic zone 

at the interface for experimental testing of the titanium alloy in MMRI. Both Figure 

5-3(c) and (d) show that as the load increases, the maximum equivalent plastic 

strain moves radially away from the center towards the surface just inside the 

maximum contact radius. These observations of the von Mises stress distribution 

and the equivalent plastic strain distribution inside the disk are consistent with the 

results presented by Kral et al. [1993], which shows that as the load increases 

from elastic contact to plastic contact, the point of maximum von Mises stress 

and equivalent plastic strain moves outward from the center towards the surface.  

The Figure 5-4 shows the evolution of the normal stress distribution during 

the loading process. The normal stress distribution at the onset of plasticity is 

shown in Figure 5-4(a). The maximum normal stress found at the center of the 
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interface is about 1.651 GPa, and the mean normal stress after averaging the 

normal stress of surface contact nodes is 1.034GPa, which is about 1.04 times of 

the yield stress of the workpiece material (Y=997 MPa). This observation is in 

agreement with the work of Tabor [Tabor, 1986], which shows that the first yield 

for a spherical contact occurs when the contact stress approximately equal to 1.1 

times of the yield stress (Y) of softer material. Figure 5-4(b), (c) and (d) shows 

that as the load increased, the normal stress distribution is flattened, with the 

maximum normal stress swifts toward the contact edge. These results are in 

agreement with previous indentation analyses performed by Komvopoulos, 

[1989] and Kral et al. [1993]. When the load reached 375N, the maximum normal 

stress is 2.745 GPa, and the mean normal stress after averaging the stress of 

surface contact nodes is approximately 2.65GPa. This result could be related to 

the Tabor’s work discussed in Section 2.3.1. He found that the as the load on the 

indenter increase, the mean normal pressure increases till it reaches 

approximately 2.8 times of the yield stress, where fully plasticity is reached.  

The contour of the orthogonal shear stress distribution is given in Figure 5-

5. It is found that the shear stress is zero along the central axis and reached the 

maximum value at the area below the edge of the contact radius. As the load 

increases, the orthogonal shear stress is increased, which shows that this 

orthogonal shear stress is caused by indentation of the pin, not by the surface 

friction.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5-2: Contours of Von Mises Stress Distribution for Loads Equal to 
(a) 4N; (b) 56N; (c) 375N; (d) 2000N. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5-3: Contours of Equivalent Plastic Strain Distribution for Loads Equal to  
(a) 4N; (b) 56N; (c) 375N; (d) 2000N. 
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(a) 
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(c) 

 

 
(d) 

Figure 5-4: Contours of Normal Stress Distribution for Loads Equal to 
(a) 4N, (b) 56N, (c) 375N, (d) 2000N. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5-5: Contours of Shear Stress Distribution for Loads Equal to (a) 4N, (b) 2000N. 
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5.1.2 3D simulation 

Next, 3D FEA simulation results are compared to the MMRI experimental 

results. The pin is firstly loaded for 1900N force, then the disk is rotated about 60 

degrees at a temperature of 25°C, 150°C, 300°C, 500°C and 600°C. As 

mentioned in Section 5.1, the input values for FEA simulation are temperature, 

normal force and COF. The output values are torque and indentation diameter. 

Thus, for a given pair of pin and disk, the torque and the indentation diameter for 

both the experimental testing and FEA simulations are plotted against the 

interface temperature in Figure 5-6.  

  

Figure 5-6: Contact Diameter and Torque at Different Temperature. 

 

Due to the development of pile-up or sink-in, the contact diameter should 

be measured by taking the horizontal distance between the two sharp edges of 

the contact interface. As shown in Figure 5-6, the FEA results of the contact 
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diameter and torque agree well with the experimental results. Therefore, the 3D 

model is a reasonable representation of the entire tribometer setup at the MMRI. 

Note that under a constant normal load, the indentation diameter increases with 

increasing temperature as would be expected due to the thermal softening effects 

of the workpiece material.  

The two shear stress components caused by the surface friction are 

plotted in Figure 5-7. Before the rotation of the pin, both of the two shear stress 

components are found to be close to zero. As the pin starts to rotate counter-

clockwise, the surface friction causes both of the two shear stress components to 

increase.  It has been found that the higher the surface friction, the larger the 

increase in the two shear stress components.  
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Figure 5-7: Shear Stress Distribution: (a) τ12 ; (b) τ23 
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5.2 Boundary conditions effects 

Further FEA simulations were performed in order to more accurately 

calculate the MMRI COF and explore other alternative testing methods. In this 

section, two different boundary conditions are tested separately during the 

rotational process of FEA simulation as shown in Figure 5-8. The first one is the 

force controlled boundary condition where the normal forces are kept constant 

during the rotation process (Figure 5-8a). The second one is the displacement 

controlled boundary condition where the indentation depths are fixed during the 

rotation process (Figure 5-8b). 

 

Figure 5-8: Two Boundary Conditions: (a) Force Control (b) Displacement Control. 

 

5.2.1 Force controlled boundary condition 

In order to evaluate the force controlled boundary condition, the disk is first 

loaded by a 2000N force, and then with the force kept constant, the pin is rotated 

for 60 degree about its own axis. This is the method that is currently used for the 

MMRI tribometer setup. Different COF values were tested to evaluate the friction 

effects on the output variables.  
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Figure 5-9: Indentation Depth Curve for Different Coefficients of Friction. 

Indentation depth of the pin for different COF is plotted in Figure 5-9. Since 

the displacement of the pin is not fixed after the indentation process, one can see 

that the indentation depth increases during the rotation process. This is because 

the rotation of the pin will introduce a frictional shear stress at the surface, which 

increases the equivalent von Mises stresses and causes subsurface plastic 

deformation at the contact point. Thus, the indentation depth of the pin will 

increase during the rotation process. Also, it can be seen that the higher the 

COF, the larger the increase of indentation depth during the rotation process.  
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Figure 5-10: Contact Diameter Curve for Different Coefficients of Friction. 

Contact diameters before and after rotation process under different COF 

are also measured and plotted in Figure 5-10. The triangular marks represent the 

contact diameter before rotation process under the constant load of 2000N. It is 

found that as the COF increases, the contact diameter remains relatively 

constant before rotation process. These observations are in agreement with the 

results obtained by Taljat and Pharr discussed in Section 2.3.1. They found that 

for strongly hardening materials (n=0.5), there is no discernable effect of friction 

on the indentation profile. Since the workpiece material in our FEA model is also 

a strongly hardening material (n=0.45), therefore the surface friction will not have 

a great impact on the contact diameter for indentation process.  
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On the other hand, the surface friction will affect the contact diameter 

during rotation process as shown by the squared mark in Figure 5-10. The 

contact diameter is found to increase as the surface friction increases. This is 

because the increase of surface friction increases the indentation depth, which 

then causes a larger contact area. As a result, the contact diameter increases 

during rotation process. Note that when the COF equals to zero, both the 

indentation depth and contact diameter does not change during the rotation 

process because there are no frictional shear stresses introduced by the rotation 

of the pin.  

Although the COF is an input value in the FEA simulation, it could be 

recalculated by using the output variables generated by FEA simulation based on 

Equation (3). This recalculated COF could then be used to compare with the 

input COF for verifying the equation (3) derived by Biksa and examining which 

variables should be used for the COF calculation. In Figure 5-11, the rectangular 

mark represents the COF calculated using the contact diameter before rotation 

process and the triangular marks represent the COF calculated using the contact 

diameter after rotation. It is shown that the COF calculated using the contact 

diameter after rotation matches the input COF better than the one calculated 

using the indentation diameter before rotation. Thus, Equation (3) is verified and 

the COF should be calculated using the indentation diameter after the rotation 

process for MMRI experimental testing.  
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Figure 5-11: Coefficient of Friction Comparison. 

 

5.2.2 Displacement controlled boundary condition 

A displacement controlled boundary condition is not being used for the 

MMRI tribometer setup currently, but FEA simulations are performed to check the 
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Equation (3) for this type of boundary condition. In the set of simulations, the disk 

is firstly loaded to a normal force of 2000N, and then with the displacement of the 

pin being held constant, the pin is rotated 60 degree about its axis. The normal 

force curves for different COF are plotted in Figure 5-12. 

 

Figure 5-12: Normal Force Curve for Different Coefficient of Friction. 

In this graph, depending on the contact COF, the normal force drop rapidly 

at the beginning and then maintains a constant value. This is caused by the 

sudden increase of frictional shear stress introduced by the rotating pin. 

According to the von Mises stress equation (9), when von Mises stress, hoop 

stress and radial stress are remained relatively constant, the normal stress will 

decrease rapidly with the sudden increase in the frictional shear stress during the 

rotation process, which will then cause the decrease in the normal load. Once the 
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frictional shear stress reaches a limit, then normal stress or the normal load will 

be maintained at a constant value. This graph also shows that the higher the 

COF, the larger the drop in the normal force during rotation.  

 

Figure 5-13: Normal Force Curve for Different Indentation Depth. 

 

Simulations of friction effects on initial loading force are also performed 

and plotted in Figure 5-13. In this set of simulations, the disk is loaded with 

different initial force before the rotation process, and then as the pin starts to 

rotate, the loading force is expected to decrease. From this graph, it is shown that 

the higher the initial normal force during the indentation process, the larger the 

drop in normal force during rotation.  
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Figure 5-14: Friction Calculated Using the Force (a) Before Rotation (b) After Rotation. 

Finally, similar to the force controlled boundary condition, the calculated 

COF is compared with the input COF for the displacement controlled boundary 

condition.  Figure 5-14(a) is the COF calculated using the force before rotation 

and Figure 5-14(b) is the COF calculated using the force after rotation. By 

comparing these two graphs, it could be seen that the force after the rotation 

process should be used in Equation (3) for calculating the COF. Also, when the 

contact diameter is taken into consideration, Figure 5-14 shows that contact 

diameter does not have a great impact on the calculation of COF. Therefore, the 

MMRI COF equation is valid for the displacement controlled boundary condition 

test and it provides us another alternative experimental testing method for use in 

the future. 
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5.3 Temperature effects 

Interface temperature also has a great impact on the results. Figure 5-15 

shows how the temperature affects the indentation depth during heating and the 

rotation process for a friction coefficient of 0.2. A forced controlled boundary 

condition is applied to this FEA model. During the heating process, the increase 

in interface temperature softened the disk material, which caused a slight 

increase in the indentation depth. When the interface temperature is at 400°C, 

the indentation depth at the end of the heating process is 0.082mm, which is 

higher than the case of the 200°C interface temperature, and lower than the case 

of the 600°C interface temperature. Therefore, the higher the interface 

temperature, the higher the increase of the indentation depth during the heating 

process. During rotation, similar to the forced control boundary condition 

discussed in Section 5.2.1, the increase in the frictional shear stress caused the 

von Mises stress at the contact surface to increase, resulting in an increase in the 

indentation depth. The graph also shows that the higher the interface 

temperature, the higher the increase in the indentation depth during rotation. 

Therefore, when the COF is the same, a higher interface temperature will cause 

a larger increase in the indentation depth during both heating and rotation.  
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Figure 5-15: Indentation Depth curve during Loading, Heating and Rotation Process. 

Figure 5-15 shows the interface temperature effects on the mean normal 

stress, mean shear stress and contact diameter under constant load and 

constant friction coefficient. As shown in Figure 5-16(a) and (b), both mean 

normal (σ) and mean shear stress (τ) decease as the interface temperature 

increases. This analytically verified that when the load and surface friction is 

constant, an increase of interface temperature will cause both the normal and 

shear stress to decrease. Also, in Figure 5-16(c), the contact diameter, Dind, 

increases with an increase in interface temperature as would be expected due to 

the thermal softening of the workpiece material. 
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Figure 5-16: FEA results for friction coefficient of 0.2. 

The input COF for this set of simulations is kept constant at 0.2. The 

recalculated COF obtained based on the indentation diameter after rotation is 

plotted against the interface temperature in Figure 5-16(d). It can be seen that the 

calculated COF agrees well with the input COF at various interface temperatures. 

Thus, it is suggested that the MMRI COF should be calculated using the diameter 

after rotation regardless of whether heat is added to the system. 
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5.4 Soft pin indenting on hard disk 

Due to the difficulty and cost in forming a spherical tipped pin with tooling 

materials, such as diamond and ceramics, it is important to examine the 

possibility of the material reversal for MMRI tribometer friction testing with the pin 

being the workpiece material and the disk being the tooling material. Thus, a 

preliminary 3D FEA model of a soft pin indenting on a rigid disk was developed. 

The pin is modeled as an elastic-plastic body and the disk is modeled as a rigid 

body. The whole model is composed of 102257 nodes and 97039 C3D8R 

elements. Figure 5-17 shows that when a 1900N normal force is applied on the 

soft pin, the normal stress is well distributed along the interface and the maximum 

normal stress is around 2.6GPa.  

 

Figure 5-17: Normal Stress Distribution. 
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Figure 5-18: Von Mises Stress Distribution. 

 

 

Figure 5-19: Equivalent Plastic Strain Distribution. 
 

Figure 5-18 and 5-19 show the von Mises stress and equivalent plastic 

strain distribution inside the pin, respectively. It can be seen that both the 

maximum von Mises stress and the maximum plastic deformation occur inside 

the pin. Force and displacement controlled rotation process are also examined 

for the case of the soft pin indenting on a hard disk. Figure 5-20 shows that the 

calculated COF for both the force and displacement controlled rotation process 

match each other well. Thus the material reversal of the soft pin on hard disk is 
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reliable for experimental testing in MMRI, and Equation (3) is valid for this type of 

operating condition. 

 

Figure 5-20: Calculated COF vs. Input COF. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions  

 

FEA simulations of the MMRI tribometer were performed and compared 

with experimental results. It was shown that the FEA results match the 

experimental results well, which validates the equation used to calculate the COF 

for MMRI tribometer. Three different operation conditions were simulated in order 

to more accurately calculate the MMRI COF value and improve its ability to 

simulate the machining environment. Our results show that the MMRI COF 

equation is valid for both the force and the displacement controlled boundary 

condition friction test and it should be calculated using the force after rotation for 

a displacement controlled rotation process and using the contact diameter after 

rotation for a force controlled rotation process. Also, in order to reduce the cost of 

the tribometer test, it has been shown that the COF equation derived by Biksa 

can be used for calculating the friction between a soft pin indenting on a hard disk 

in the experiment.  

 Since the FE model results agree with the experimental results, once a 

COF is experimentally obtained from the MMRI tribometer, it could be then 

inputted into the FE model to check the indentation diameter and reaction torque. 

Also, since the FE model is able to generate detailed stress, strain and 

temperature distribution as well as indentation profile at the contact surface 

during different process, it could be used as an assistive tool for the setting up 

the MMRI tribometer and ensuring that critical conditions are achieved. 
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Chapter 7. Future Work 

 

 Perform more detailed numerical simulations on soft pin indenting on hard 

disk case with different interface temperature in order to evaluate the 

temperature effects on the calculation of friction. 

 Surface roughness is not considered in the FEA model, therefore, a model 

involving asperity contact between the pin and disk could be built in order 

to include the effects of different surface roughness. 

 Model the pin as an elastic-plastic body in order to obtain the stress and 

strain distribution inside the pin for a 3-Dimensional view.  

 Carry out FEA simulations on other workpiece materials in order to see the 

effects of material properties on the FEA results. 

 Build a complete list of material properties for different workpiece materials 

so that the FEA model could be used as an assistive tool to obtain the 

stress and strain distribution during the experimental testing of coefficient 

of friction on the MMRI tribometer.  

 Carry out FEA simulations for different rotational speeds of the pin in 

ABAQUS explicit in order to examine the effects of the strain rate term in 

the Johnson-Cook equation.  

 Study and include wear models into the system in order to examine the 

influence of temperature, friction, sliding speed and compressive stress on 

wear.  
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